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Federal Legislative Update 2019
There were a number of significant changes to the Canada Labour Code (the “Code”) in 2019
Applicable to federally regulated employees. The changes are reflected in the following
enactments:


Bill C-44, the Budget Implementation Act, 2017, No. 1 (“Bill C-44”);



Bill C-63, the Budget Implementation Act, 2017, No. 1 (“Bill C-63”);



Bill C-65, an Act to amend the Canada Labour Code (harassment and violence), the
Parliamentary Employment and Staff Relations Act and the Budget Implementation Act,
2017, No.1 (“Bill C-65”);



Bill C-86, the Budget Implementation Act, 2018, No. 2 (“Bill C-86”).

This paper outlines the Code changes according to when the laws came into force.1 It also
outlines a number of enacted changes to the Code which have yet to come into force.2 The
appendices provide additional reference material in relation to these enactments.
Code Changes in Force April 1, 2019
The following significant changes pursuant to Bill C-44 were made to Part III of the Code and
came into force on April 1, 2019.
Recovery of Wages (Division XVI)
The limitation period for all unpaid wages, in Section 251.1(1.1) has been extended from 12 to
24 months.
General (Division XVI)
A new Section 251.131(2) has been added requiring the application of an administrative fee to
orders to pay equal to the greater of $200.00 and 15% of the amounts ordered to pay.

1

The Accessible Canada Act came into force July 11, 2019 seeks to identify, remove and prevent barriers to
disabled persons in respect of Federal enterprises and organizations, including federally regulated employers.
2

A new federal Pay Equity Act has not yet come into force; regulatory amendments to the Employment Equity Act
have also not yet come into force.
1A-1
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Code Changes in Force July 10, 2019
The Canada Occupational Health and Safety Regulations were amended to reflect up to date
standards for safety equipment.3 Updates were made to the systems, procedures, clothing and
safety material under Part XII of the Regulation relating to Protective Equipment and Other
Preventive Measures. The updates include changes to:












protective headwear
protective footwear
eye and face protection
respiratory protection
skin protection
fall-protection systems
protection against drowning (personal flotation devices)
protection against moving vehicles
records
instructions and training
defective protection equipment
Code Changes in Force July 29, 2019

Bill C-44 implemented a number of changes to the way in which disputes are adjudicated under
Parts II and III of the Code.
Unjust Dismissal Complaints
Unjust dismissal complaints are no longer referred to an adjudicator. Sections 242 (1) and (2)
mandating reference to an adjudicator and the adjudicator’s powers have been repealed.
Pursuant to the amended s. 241 (3) a complaint to the Head of Compliance and Enforcement,
which cannot be settled, is now referred directly the Canada Industrial Relations Board (“CIRB”)
for adjudication.
The CIRB has published an Information Circular regarding the adjudication process and it is
attached to this paper as Appendix 1.
Appeal Officers
Similarly, the CIRB will now handle all appeals in relation to wage recovery orders. Section
251.12 dealing with the appointment of and powers of a referee have been replaced by
provisions assigning the CIRB with exclusive responsibility to handle appeals and issue orders.
Specifically, Part III, Division XVI, Section 251.11(1) now assigns jurisdiction over Part III appeals
to the CIRB.
3

Canada Gazette, Part II, Volume 153, Number 14
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Appeals previously field with the Occupational Health and Safety Tribunal Canada will now be
handled by the CIRB under Part II, Section 145.1 of the Code.
External Adjudicators
A new section 12.001 has been added to Part III of the Code permitting the CIRB to appoint an
external adjudicator to determine any matter that arises under Parts II and III of the Code.
Adjudicators may also be appointed to address matters under the yet to be enacted Part IV
dealing with Administrative Monetary Penalties. Such adjudicators would have all of the powers
of the CIRB.
Reprisal Protections
The Code has been amended to add Division XIV.1 after the unjust dismissal provisions.
Section 246 of the Code permits employees to make reprisal complaints against employers in
relation to adverse employer actions in relation to employee complaints under the Code,
requests for information about Code related rights or participating in a Code related proceeding
as a witness. Reprisals may include dismissal, suspension, lay-off, demotion and disciplinary
action.
Reprisal complaints must be made within 90 days of the alleged reprisal (246.1(2)). The Code
imposes a reverse onus on the employer to disprove the reprisal allegation (246.1(4)). The
Code also establishes, under s. 246.3, a number of control mechanisms to dismissal complaints
that are frivolous and vexatious. Section 246.1(2) prohibits concurrent unjust dismissal
complaints.
The Board may exercise any number of remedial options under Section 246.4 including cease
and desist orders, reinstatement of employment, compensation and any other equitable
remedy appropriate in the circumstances.
The CIRB’s Information Circular in relation to Reprisal Complaints is attached to this paper as
Appendix 2.
Code Changes in Force September 1, 2019
Bill C-63 and Bill C-86 effected a number of significant amendments to Part III of the Code in
relation to Standard Hours, Wages, Vacation and Holidays.

1A-3
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Hours of Work and Overtime (Divisions I, II.1)
a) Breaks (169.1) and Rest Periods (169.2)
With the changes effected by Bill C-86, every employee is entitled to an unpaid break of at least
30 minutes during every period of five consecutive hours of work. If the employee is required
to be at the “disposal” of their employer, the employee must be paid for the break.
Breaks may be postponed or cancelled in order to address situations that present an imminent
or serious threat to a person or property or would constitute serious interference with the
employer’s operation.
Every employee is entitled to a rest period of at least eight (8) consecutive hours between work
periods or shifts, subject to the same exceptions that apply to break periods.
Sections 181.1 – 181.3 entitle employees to unpaid breaks necessary for medical reasons and
must provide a certificate setting out the length and frequency of the breaks. The section may
evolve in the future as regulations are added. Employees are also now entitled to breaks for the
purpose of nursing or to express breast milk.
b) Scheduling Notice (s. 173.01)
Effective September 1st, employers must provide employees with their schedule at least 96
hours prior to the start of the first shift.
The employee is entitled to refuse work in the absence of the employer’s compliance with the
rule. However, the refusal is not permitted in situations related to imminent or serious risk to
life or property or a threat of serious interference with the employer’s operation.
c) Shift Changes or Additions (s. 173.1)
In the event of a shift change, employers must provide at least 24 hours’ notice of any shift
changes. If the required change is an earlier start, the notice must be given 24 hours prior to
the earlier start. If a later start is required, the required notice is 24 hours prior to the original
shift start. Where a shift is added, 24 hours’ notice must be given prior to the start of the
added shift.
The employee is entitled to refuse work in the absence of the employer’s compliance with the
rule. However, the refusal is not permitted in situations related to imminent or serious risk to
life or property or a threat of serious interference with the employer’s operation.

1A-4
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d) Overtime (s. 174)
The Code now permits overtime compensation in the form of a premium equal to 1.5 times the
employee’s regular rate, or time off with pay equal to 1.5 hours of time off for each hour of
overtime worked.
Employees are entitled to request an agreement in writing for taking time off instead of
overtime pay. The Code establishes a three (3) month limitation period within which the time
off must be taken. Alternatively, the employee and employer may agree to allow the employee
to take the time off not more than twelve (12) months after the end of the pay period in which
the overtime was worked.
The Employer must compensate the employee with the overtime premium in the event that
time off is not taken in accordance with the three (3) month limit or the parties’ agreement.
The premium must be paid within 30 days of the date that this limitation period expires.
Under a new s. 174.1, employees may refuse overtime in order to carry out family
responsibilities.
However, the refusal is subject to the employee taking reasonable steps to manage their family
responsibility in order to work the overtime.
Refusals are not permitted where the overtime is necessary to address a situation that could
not have been reasonably foreseen or presents imminent or serious threat to a person,
property or the employer’s operations.
Flexible Work Arrangements (Division l.1)
A new Division I.1 and section 177.1 has been added to the Code entitled “Flexible Work
Arrangements”.
Employees who have completed six (6) months of continuous employment with an employer
may request changes to the following terms and conditions of employment:
-

Number of hours
Work schedule
Location of Work
Any prescribed terms and conditions.

The employee’s request must be in writing and must contain information that reflects
enumerated criteria in s. 177.1(2), including, inter alia, the employee’s opinion about how the
change may affect the employer’s operation and the manner in which the employer could
manage those consequences.

1A-5
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The employer must make a decision on the request within 30 days. Section 177.1(3) outlines a
number of bases for refusal including, excess cost, detriments to work product, efficiency or
customer demand, inability to reorganize work and depletion of work for other employees.
Where a collective agreement is in place, Section 177.1(6) provides that a change must be
agreed to by the trade union.
Section 177.1(9) clarifies that an employer’s obligations to consider and grant scheduling
requests does not limit an employer’s duty to accommodate “under any other Act of
Parliament”.
Annual Vacations (Division IV)
Prior to September 1st, employees with up to six (6) years of service were entitled to at least
two (2) weeks of vacation with pay. After six (6) years of service, employees were entitled to
three (3) weeks’ vacation with pay.
After September 1st, vacation with pay under Section 184, Division IV is more generous, as
follows:
-

Two (2) weeks after one (1) year of employment;
Three (3) weeks after five (5) consecutive years of employment; and
Four (4) weeks after ten (10) consecutive years of employment.

Continuity of Employment (Division IV)
Section 189 of the Code has always contained provisions deeming employment to be
continuous in the event of a transfer, sale of merger from one federally regulated employer to
another.
The provision has now been amended to apply to provincial undertakings that become a
federal work, undertaking or business as a result of the transfer of business.
Holiday Pay (Division V)
Bill C-86 repeals Section 196(3) of the Code which excluded employees from holiday pay if the
holiday occurred in the first 30 days of employment. All employees, regardless of length of
service, are now entitled to Holiday Pay.

8 I
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Leaves of Absence (Divisions VII, VIII, XIII, XV.2)
a) Maternity and Parental Leave (Division VII, ss. 206(1), 206.1(1))
Under Bill C-86, employees are no longer required to complete six (6) months of consecutive
continuous employment in order to be entitled to maternity or parental leave.
b) Critical Illness Leave (Division VII, s. 206.4)
Under Bill C-86, employees are no longer required to complete six (6) months of consecutive
continuous employment in order to be entitled to Critical Illness Leave in relation to a critically
ill child or adult family member.
c) Leave Related to Death or Disappearance (Division VII, s. 206.5)
Under Bill C-86, employees are no longer required to complete six (6) months of consecutive
continuous employment in order to be entitled to this leave. The leave of absence is for 104
weeks and applies where a child of a parent has died and it is probable that the child died as a
result of a crime.
d) Personal Leave (Division VII, s. 206.6)
Every employee will be entitled to a leave of absence of up five (5) days in respect of:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

A personal illness
Responsibilities in relation to the health or care of any family member
Responsibilities in relation to the education of family members less than 18 years of age
An urgent matter concerning themselves or family members
Attendance at a citizenship ceremony
Reasons prescribed by regulation.

After three (3) consecutive months of employment, employees are entitled to the first three (3)
days of the leave with pay at their regular rate for normal hours of work.
The employer is entitled to documentation supporting the leave that is “reasonably
practicable”.
e) Leave for victims of family violence (Division VII, s. 206.7)
Every employee who is a victim of family violence or the parent of a child who is a victim of
family violence will be entitled to ten (10) days’ leave of absence each calendar year for the
following purposes:

1A-7
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Seeking medical attention for physical or psychological injury or disability
Obtaining services intended for victims of family violence
Obtaining psychological or professional counselling
Relocating
Seeking legal or law enforcement assistance with respect to civil or criminal proceedings
Any measures prescribed by regulation

Employees who have completed three (3) consecutive months of continuous employment will
be entitled to take the first five (5) days as paid leave.
Documentation that is “reasonably practicable” to obtain and provide may be required by the
employer no later than fifteen (15) days after an employee’s return to work.
f) Leave for Indigenous Practices (Division VII, s. 206.8)
Every employee who is an Aboriginal person and has completed three (3) consecutive months
of continuous employment will be entitled to up to five (5) days of leave each calendar year for
the purpose of engaging in the following traditional Aboriginal practices:
a)
b)
c)
d)

hunting
fishing
harvesting
any practice prescribed by regulation

The employer is entitled to request documentation showing that an employee is an Aboriginal
person, 15 days after the employee has returned to work from the leave of absence.
g) Leave for Court or Jury Duty (Division VII, s. 206.9)
Every employee is entitled to a leave absence to attend court to act as a witness, juror or to
participate in a jury selection process.
h) Bereavement Leave (Division VIII, s. 210)
Prior to September 1st, the Code entitled employees to three (3) days of bereavement
immediately following the day of death of an immediate family member.
The Code now entitles every employee to a leave of absence of five (5) days at any point
beginning on the day of death and ending six weeks after the latest of the days on which the
funeral, burial or memorial service occurred.

1A-8
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i) Medical Leave (Division XIII, s. 239)
Prior to September 1st, the Code prohibited employer reprisals against employees who took a
leave of absence due to illness or injury. The three preconditions to the prohibition were: (a)
the employee must have completed three (3) consecutive months of continuous employment;
(b) the absence did not exceed 17 weeks; and (c) the employee provided written certification of
incapacity due to illness or injury.
Section 239 has been expanded in a number of key ways after September 1 st.
Every employee, regardless of service, is now entitled to a leave of absence of up to 17 weeks
due to personal injury or illness, organ or tissue donation or medical appointments during
working hours. The employer may require a medical certificate in respect of the absence only if
the absence is three (3) days or longer.
Another notable change is that the Code now requires employers, on request, to inform
employees on medical leave of every employment, promotion or training opportunity that
arises during the medical leave of absence, in writing. However, the opportunity must be one
for which the employees is qualified.
j) Leave of Absence for Members of Reserve Force (Division XV.2, s.247.5(1))
Entitlement to leave has been reduced from 6 months to 3 months.
Interpretations, Policies and Guidelines (“IPG”)
The Labour Program has published a number of IPGs in relation to the new labour standards.
These include the following:


Situations that the Employer could not have reasonably foreseen‒Exceptions
IPG-091
Imminent or serious threat‒Exceptions
IPG-092
Threat of damage to or loss of property‒Exceptions
IPG-093
Serious interference with the operation of the establishment‒Exceptions
IPG-094
Applicable to new provisions relating to breaks, rest periods, notice of schedule, work
shift changes and overtime refusals (ss. 169.1, 169.2, 173.01, 173.1, 174.1)

1A-9
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Reasonable steps
IPG-095
Applicable with respect to the an employee’s rights to refuse overtime after taking
reasonable steps to fulfill a family responsibility (s. 174.1)
Family responsibilities
IPG-096
Family member
IPG-097
Applicable with respect to an employee’s right to refuse overtime in respect of family
responsibilities (s. 174.1) and personal leave (s. 206.6)



Reasonably Practicable
IPG-098
Defines “reasonably practicable” for the purpose of determining an employee’s
obligation to their employer. For example, in respect of providing documentation to
justify a leave of absence. Applicable to personal leave, leave for victims of family
violence and leave for Traditional Aboriginal Practices (ss. 206.6, 206.7, 206.8)



Stacking
IPG-099
Applicable to personal leave (s. 206.6) where a collective agreement also provides for
personal leave entitlement.



30 minute breaks
IPG-100
Interprets and provides guidance in respect of the new break periods in section 169.1.



Scope of application
IPG-101
Defines the scope of application with respect to breaks, rest periods, notice of hours of
work and shift changes (sections 169.1, 169.2, 173.01 and 173.1) until related
regulations come into force. Until then, employers may carry on business as usual with
respect to specific job titles and industrial sectors.
IPG-101 and the associated schedule is attached hereto as Appendix 3.

8 I
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Changes Not Yet in Force4
I.

Part III Changes
Application of Part III and Internships
Expected to be in force: 2020 or later
Under Bill C-63 a number of key changes that would affect unpaid internships were enacted.

Section 167.1 will prohibit employers from treating employees as if they were not their
employee in order to avoid their obligations or deprive employees of their rights. Section
167(1.1) will extend the application of the Code to persons “acquiring knowledge or
experience”, except to the extent provided for in the regulations and unless the activity
performed is part of a qualified educational program.
The federal government has published regulations entitled Standards for Work-Integrated
Learning Activities Regulations, which are not yet in force. These regulations outline the
process for determining whether a student placement can be unpaid, the applicable labour
standard protections and any administrative requirements like record keeping.
Unpaid student internships would still be entitled to certain labour standards. All other
individuals undertaking internships would be treated as employees and covered by all labour
standards, including the right to be paid at least the minimum wage.
On June 8, 2019, a Regulatory Impact Analysis Statement was published in the Canada Gazette
together with the regulations.
Minimum Age of Employment (Division II)
Expected to be in force: 2020 or later
Section 179 of the Code would prohibit the employment of persons under the age of 18, except
as prescribed.
Equal Treatment (Division III)
Expected to be in force: 2020 or later

4

Expected in force dates from Labour Program: Current and future legislative and regulatory changes
https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/programs/laws-regulations/labour/current-futurelegislative.html
1A-11
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Under Sections 182.1 to 182.4, an employer would be prohibited from paying wages that are
less than the rate paid to another employee where:






they work in the same establishment
they perform substantially the same kind of work
the work performed requires substantially the same skill, effort and responsibility
their work is performed under similar working conditions
any other prescribed factor.

The prohibition does not apply where the difference in rate is due a system of seniority, merit,
quantity or quality of production or other prescribed criteria.
Employees will be entitled to request a review of their rate of wages and the employer must
respond with a written report within 90 days of the request. Where the request is successful, a
retroactive payment of wages to the date of the request is required.
Employers who notify employees of employment or promotion opportunities will be required
to inform all employees regardless of employment status.
Temporary Agency Employees (Division VI.1)
Expected to be in force: 2020 or later
Sections 203.01 – 203.5 of the Code would prohibit employers from:


Charging fees to employees in connection with establishing an employment relationship
or assigning the employee to work for a client.



Charging fees to clients in relation to the client’s hiring of an assignment employee. The
prohibition would only apply if the employee’s assignment with the client began more
than six (6) months before the start of the client’s employment relationship with the
employee.



Preventing or attempting to prevent an employee from establishing an employment
relationship with a client.



Paying employees less than that which the client pays its employees, subject to the
same conditions and exceptions that apply to the Equal Treatment section in section
182.1. Clients would be prohibited under the Code from reducing employee wages to
allow an agency employer to comply with the prohibition.

8 I
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Employees will be entitled to request a review of their rate of wages and the employer must
respond with a written report within 90 days of the request. Where the request is successful, a
retroactive payment of wages to the date of the request is required.
Termination of Employment (Divisions IX, X)
a) Group Termination of Employment (Division IX, ss. 211-229)
Expected to be in force: 2020 or later
The group termination provisions of the Code apply where a federally regulated employer
terminates 50 or more employees within a four (4) week period. At present, the employer
must provide at least 16 weeks’ notice of termination to the Minister, plus any individual notice
of termination under s. 230 and severance pay pursuant to s. 235.
Under the new group termination provisions, Section 212 would require an employer to
provide notice of termination to the Head of Compliance and Enforcement (“Head”) at least 16
weeks prior to the first termination.
A new Section 212 (1.1) would permit the employer to provide 50 or more employees, whose
employment is terminated on the same day, with at least 16 weeks’ wages in lieu of notice to
the employees. In those circumstances, the group notice period would be deemed to begin on
the day of termination and the employer may provide at least 48 hours’ notice of termination
to the Head. The notice must also be provided to affected employees and posted in a
conspicuous place in the workplace.
The new section does not stipulate that individual notice of termination under section 230 is to
be given in addition to the group notice.
However, a new Section 212.1 will require employers to provide to each redundant employee
at least eight (8) weeks’ notice of termination on a date which cannot precede the date
specified in the group notice of termination. This section will supplant the obligation to provide
individual notice of termination in Section 230. The employer may provide payment in lieu of
notice or a combination of notice and payment in lieu of notice.
Unchanged are provisions requiring the establishment of a joint planning committee to
determine if termination of employment can be avoided or to minimize the impact of
termination on redundant employees.
Severance obligations are unchanged.

1A-13
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b) Individual Terminations of Employment (Division X, ss. 229.1-234)
Expected to be in force: 2020 or later
Section 230 of the Code now requires notice of termination, or in lieu thereof, equivalent to
two (2) weeks for all employees.
The Code will be amended to replace that obligation with a graduated notice obligation as
follows:
Length of Employment

Notice Period

Three months to three years
Three to four years
Four to five years
Five to six years
Six to seven years
Seven to eight years
Eight years +

Two weeks
Three weeks
Four weeks
Five weeks
Six weeks
Seven weeks
Eight weeks

Reimbursement of Work-Related Expenses (Division XII.1)
Expected to be in force: 2020 or later
Section 238.1 of the Code would mandate an entitlement to be reimbursed for reasonable work
related expenses unless the expense is ineligible under the Code, represents union related dues
(or similar monetary obligations) or is allocated to the employee as part of a written
agreement.
The Code has not yet specified a timeframe for the reimbursement of expenses.
II.

Workplace Harassment and Violence
Expected to be in force: 2020
Bill C-65 is intended to repeal a patchwork of existing laws and policies with respect to violence
and harassment and establish a comprehensive scheme to address harassment and violence in
the federal sector. The new framework would focus on the following three areas:
a) Preventing harassment and violence
b) Responding effectively to incidents of harassment and violence
c) Supporting victims, survivors and employer.

1A-14
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These comprehensive protections would apply both to the Canada Labour Code and the
Parliamentary Employment and Staff Relations Act.
Bill C-65 received Royal Assent on October 25, 2018. Its coming into force will require
regulations in respect of investigation procedures, recording keeping and possibly sanctions.
III.

New Part IV, Administrative Monetary Penalties
Expected to be in force: 2020, once regulatory amendment approved 5
Bill C-44 includes a new Part IV to the Code entitled Administrative Monetary Penalties. The
Part would constitute a comprehensive enforcement regime for both Parts II and III of the
Code. The new part would address the following matters:
1. Designation of violations under the Part II and III;
2. Determination of fines, or “administrative monetary penalty” (“AMP”) according to the
severity and category of violation;
3. Timeframes for the payment of AMPs
4. Service of notices of violation and procedures for review.
5. Publication of the names of employees who receive an AMP in order to deter noncompliance
6. Determination of wages to be paid to employees summoned to appear before the CIRB
for an appeal, in accordance with section 288 of the Code.
Regulations, not yet adopted, are required to bring the changes into force. Proposed
regulations were published in the Canada Gazette on August 24, 2019. Interested persons may
make representations regarding the proposed regulations within 90 days of this date.

5

Canada Gazette, Part I, Volume 153, Number 34: Administrative Monetary Penalties Regulations
http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p1/2019/2019-08-24/html/reg1-eng.html
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APPENDIX 1
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Canada Industrial Relations Board

Conseil canadien des relations industrielles

C.D. Howe Building, 240 Sparks Street, 4th Floor West, Ottawa, Ont. K1A 0X8
Edifice C.D. Howe, 240, rue Sparks, 4• etage Quest, Ottawa (Ont.) K1A 0X8

INFORMATION CIRCULAR
The following is an information circular prepared by the administrative staff of the
Canada Industrial Relations Board (the CIRB). The circulars are designed to provide
employees, trade unions and employers with general information and a clearer
understanding of Board processes. This information circular is an informal tool and
is not binding on the Board.
No. 15-Adjudication of Unjust Dismissal Complaints
Important Note:
As a first step, you MUST file your complaint of unjust dismissal with the Labour Proaram of
Employment and Social Development Canada (ESDC). Do not file your original complaint with
the Canada Industrial Relations Board (the Board or the CIRB). For information about filing a
complaint of unjust dismissal, please contact the Labour Program at 1-800-641-4049 or consult
its w_ebsite.
What is a complaint of unjust dismissal?

Section 240 of the Canada Labour Code (the Code), Part Ill (Standard Hours, Wages,
Vacations and Holidays), protects against unjust dismissal for federally regulated employees
who have completed at least 12 months of continuous employment with the same employer and
who are not covered by a collective agreement. This protection does not apply to managers.
If an employee believes that they have been unjustly dismissed from employment, they may file
a complaint alleging unjust dismissal with ESDC's Labour Program. The complaint must be filed
within 90 days of the date of dismissal.
A person may not file a complaint alleging unjust dismissal if they have made either a reprisal
complaint (section 246.1) or a genetic testing complaint (section 247.99) that is based on
substantially the same facts, unless that other complaint has been withdrawn.
After a complaint of unjust dismissal is filed, a Labour Program inspector will try to help the
parties (employee and employer) through mediation. The goal is to mediate the matter by
supporting both parties to negotiate a settlement that is acceptable to them. The Labour
Program inspector does not issue a decision or decide if a complaint is valid or justified. The
majority of unjust dismissal complaints are resolved through this process.
If the complaint is not settled by the parties with the help of the Labour Program inspector, the
complainant can request that their complaint be referred to the CIRB for adjudication. This
request is made to the Labour Program by using the process outlined below.

649739 JULY 2019
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Adjudication of Unjust Dismissal Complaints
If the complaint of unjust dismissal is not settled by both parties in a reasonable period of time,
the Labour Program inspector will inform the parties in writing. If the complainant chooses to
continue with the complaint, they will have to make a written request to have their complaint
referred to the CIRB.
This request for adjudication must be made within 30 days of receiving the letter from the
Labour Program. A Reauest for Adjudication-Unjust Dismissal Complaint Form will be provided
to the complainant by the Labour Program. The complainant must complete this form and send
it back to the Labour Program. The complainant must not send their request directly to the
CIRB. It must be sent to the Labour Program. The Labour Program will send the complainant's
file to the CIRB for the next steps of the process.
What happens after the unjust dismissal complaint is referred to the CIRB for
adjudication?
Acknowledgment Letter
When the CIRB receives the complainant's request for adjudication and file from the Labour
Program, the CIRB will send the complainant and the employer a letter acknowledging receipt of
the Referral for Adjudication and will include a copy of all relevant documents. The letter will
also inform the parties of the name and contact information of the CIRB Industrial Relations
Officer (IRO) appointed to the complaint. The IRO is responsible for managing the file and
assisting the parties in reaching a settlement. For more information on the role of the IRO,
please consult the Board's Information Circular No. 1-The Role of the Board's Industrial
Relations Officers.
Response and Reply
The respondent (employer) to the complaint will have 15 days from receipt of the
acknowledgment letter to file a response. Upon receipt of a response, the complainant
(employee) will have 10 days to file a reply.

The CIRB may refuse to consider any responses or replies received after the prescribed time
limit.
Exchange of Documents
Pursuant to section 23 of the Canada Industrial Relations Board Reaulations. 2012. parties
must deliver to the other party/parties a copy of any response, reply or other document filed with
the Board, and to advise the Board in writing of the time and manner of this delivery, which is
called service. The manner of service includes delivery by fax, by courier or in person. You may
also deliver the document by mail or registered mail, but these may lead to delays in processing
the complaint.
Mediation Meeting
The IRO will communicate with the parties in order to arrange a mediation meeting to assist the
parties in attempting to resolve the dispute. This mediation meeting is voluntary and the
information acquired by the officer in the mediation process shall remain confidential and shall
not be divulged to the Board.
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Hearing
If the complaint is not resolved during mediation, it will be referred to the CIRB. The CIRB may,
in its discretion, decide the matter without holding an oral hearing. If there is no oral hearing, the
CIRB will decide the complaint based on the written submissions filed by the parties. It is
therefore in the parties' best interests to file complete, accurate and detailed submissions and
include all relevant information and documents in support of their respective positions. If the
CIRB decides to hold an oral hearing, it will inform the parties of the date and location of the
hearing.
External Adjudicators
In the adjudication of unjust dismissal complaints, the Chairperson of the Board may appoint a
member of the CIRB or an external adjudicator to hear and determine the complaint. Members
of the CIRB and external adjudicators have all the powers, duties and functions conferred on the
CIRB by the Code regarding any matter to which they have been appointed, and their orders
and decisions are considered to be the Board's orders and decisions.
Decision of the Board
The Board will notify the employee and the employer in writing of its decision, with reasons. A
copy of the Board's decision will also be provided to the Minister. All key decisions of the CIRB
are published on its website.
What remedies can be ordered by the CIRB?

Where the Board finds the dismissal to be unjust, the employer may be ordered to reinstate the
employee, pay compensation for lost wages or do anything that is equitable in order to remedy
any consequences of the dismissal (e.g., clear an employee's record of any references to the
dismissal).
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INFORMATION CIRCULAR
The following is one in a series of information circulars prepared by the
administration staff of the CIRB. The circulars are designed to provide employees,
trade unions and employers with general information and a clearer understanding of
Board processes. This information circular is an informal tool and is not binding on
the Board.
No. 14-Section 246.1 Reprisal Complaints
What is a section 246.1 complaint under Part Ill (Standard Hours, Wages, Vacations and
Holidays) of the Canada Labour Code (the Code)?

Section 246.1 (1) of the Code prohibits a federally regulated employer from retaliating against an
employee for exercising their rights under Part Ill of the Code.
Section 246.1 (1) provides that an employee may make a complaint in writing to the Canada
Industrial Relations Board (the Board) if they believe that their employer has taken any reprisals
against them in contravention of sections 173.01(5), 174.1(4), 177.1(7), 182.2(3), 203.3(3), 208,
209.3, 238, 239, 239.1 or 247.96 of the Code. In general, these sections of the Code deal with
issues such as work schedules, the right to refuse overtime, the right to request flexible work
arrangements, requesting a review of wage rates, pregnancy, garnishment, sick leave, workrelated illness and injuries, and leaves of absence for members of the reserve force.
Specifically, the following sections of the Code provide that an employer shall not dismiss,
suspend, lay off, demote or discipline an employee, or take into account any of the following in
any decision to promote or train the employee, because:
• the employee has refused to work a work period or shift in their work schedule that starts
within 96 hours from the time that the work schedule is provided to them
(section 173.01(5));
• the employee has refused to work overtime, in order to carry out family responsibilities
related to the health or care of family members or the education of family members who
are less than 18 years of age (section 174.1 (4 ));
• the employee has made a request for flexible work arrangements (section 177.1 (7));
• the employee has made a written request to review wage rate because it is believed that
their rate of wages is less than the rate of another employee due to a difference in
employment status (section 182.2(3));
• the employee has made a written request to review wage rate because it is believed that
their rate of wages is less than the rate of another employee due to status as an employee
of a temporary help agency (section 203.3(3));
• the employee is pregnant or has applied for leave (section 209.3(1 )); or
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• the employee is a member of the reserve force or intends to take or has taken a related
leave of absence (section 247.96).
The following sections provide that an employer shall not dismiss, suspend, lay off, demote or
discipline an employee:
• because garnishment proceedings may be or have been taken with respect to the
employee (section 238);
• because of absence from work due to illness or injury (section 239); or
• because of absence from work due to work-related illness or injury (section 239.1 (1 )).
Additionally, no employer shall require an employee to take a leave of absence from
employment because the employee is pregnant (section 208).
An employee may also file a complaint with the Board if they have been dismissed, suspended,
laid off, demoted, financially or otherwise penalized, disciplined, denied promotion or training
opportunities, or threatened with any reprisal or retaliatory action because the employee:
• has made a complaint under Part Ill of the Code, other than an unjust dismissal complaint
under section 240 of the Code;
• has provided information or assistance to the Minister of Employment, Workforce
Development and Labour in the exercise or performance of their powers, duties and
functions under Part Ill of the Code;
• has testified, or is about to testify, in a proceeding taken or an inquiry held under Part Ill of
the Code; or
• has exercised, or sought to exercise, any right conferred on the employee by Part Ill of the
Code.
Section 246.1 (4) of the Code provides that once a written complaint has been made, the
employer has the burden of proving that a reprisal or retaliatory action was not taken. The Board
cannot deal with a complaint under section 246.1 of the Code unless the employer has taken
disciplinary or retaliatory action, or threatened to take such action, against an employee for
seeking to exercise their rights under Part Ill of the Code.
The role of the Board in a complaint under section 246.1 is to determine whether or not an
employer took disciplinary or retaliatory action against an employee for exercising or seeking to
exercise their rights under Part Ill of the Code.
Who may file a complaint under section 246.1?

Any employee of a federally regulated employer, whether represented by a union or not, who
believes that their employer has taken disciplinary or retaliatory action, or threatened to take
such action, against them for seeking to exercise any rights under Part Ill of the Code, may file
a complaint under section 246.1 (1).
Section 246.1 (2) provides that an employee cannot file a complaint under section 246.1 ( 1) if
they have made a complaint based on substantially the same facts under section 240(1) (unjust
dismissal complaint) or 247.99(1) (genetic testing complaint).
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When to File a Complaint

A section 246.1 complaint shall be made to the Board not later than 90 days after the day the
employee knew or, in the Board's opinion, ought to have known of the action or circumstances
giving rise to the complaint.
Although section 16(m.1) of the Code allows the Board to extend the 90-day time limit, the
Board will only do so in exceptional circumstances. Please note that the Board ultimately has
the discretion to allow or to not allow a complaint filed in an untimely manner. If the employee
would like the Board to consider extending the 90-day time limit, they must explain the
exceptional circumstances that they feel the Board should consider in deciding whether or not to
exercise its discretion, and provide supporting documentation, if necessary.
How to File a Complaint

It is strongly recommended that an employee use the Reprisal Complaint form. It asks for the
necessary information that the Board needs in order to consider and determine the complaint.
Not completing this form may cause delays in the complaint process.
The employee may file their complaint with one of the Board's regional offices. It may be
submitted electronically through the Board's web portal, delivered in person or sent by courier,
mail or fax. In such cases, the complaint is deemed to be filed on the date of receipt by the
Board. If the complaint is sent by registered mail, the filing date is the date it was registered and
mailed.
The information provided and any documents submitted to the Board are collected solely for the
purpose of administering the Code and will be used to deal with and adjudicate matters that
come before the Board. Parties that engage the Board's services should be aware that this
is a public process. Documents filed with the Board will be placed on the public record, with
the exception of documents that the Board declares to be confidential pursuant to section 22 of
the Canada Industrial Relations Board Regulations. 2012. The Board provides public access to
case files and posts key decisions on its website. Board decisions may identify parties and
witnesses by name and may include information about them that is relevant and necessary to
the determination of the dispute. For sensitive information, a request can be made to the Board
for a Confidentiality Order. See Information Circular No. 12 for the Board's Policy on Openness
and Privacy.
What happens after the complaint has been filed?
Acknowledgment Letter
A letter will be sent to the parties [complainant and employer (respondent)], acknowledging
receipt of the complaint and appointing an Industrial Relations Officer (IRO) to oversee the
conduct of the file and assist the parties in reaching a settlement of the complaint.

If the employee is represented by a union, the union will be notified of the complaint and be
given a copy of the complaint. The union may choose to file a request to intervene. If the union's
request to intervene is granted, it will become a party to the complaint. The employee may want
to contact the union to determine whether it can provide any assistance. Contact and
consultation with the union prior to filing a complaint is often a prudent step to take.
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Response and Reply
The employer will have 15 days from the receipt of the Board's letter to file a response to the
complaint. Upon receipt of a response, the complainant will have 10 days to file a reply.

The Board may refuse to consider any documents/submissions received after the prescribed
time limit.
Exchange of Documents
Parties are required to deliver to the other party/parties a copy of any response, reply or other
document filed with the Board, and to advise the Board in writing of the time and manner of
delivery, which is called service. The manner of service includes delivery by fax, by courier or in
person. You may also deliver the document by mail or registered mail, but these may lead to
delays in processing the complaint.
Mediation Meeting
The IRO will communicate with the parties in order to arrange a mediation meeting to assist the
parties in attempting to resolve the dispute. This mediation meeting is voluntary and the
information acquired by the officer in the mediation process shall remain confidential and shall
not be divulged to the Board.
Hearing Process
It is in the parties' best interests to file complete, accurate, timely and detailed submissions in
support of their respective positions.

If the complaint is not resolved through mediation or agreement of the parties, it will be referred
to the Board and the Board may decide the complaint without holding an oral hearing. In such a
case, the Board would determine the complaint based on the written submissions filed by the
parties.
If the Board decides to hold an oral hearing, it will inform the parties of the date and place of the
hearing.
Although a hearing may be scheduled, this does not preclude a settlement of the complaint by
the parties at any time.
Rejection of the Complaint
Section 246.3(1) of the Code provides that the Board may reject a reprisal complaint under
certain circumstances. These circumstances include:

•
•
•
•

complaints that are not within the Board's jurisdiction;
complaints that the Board deems to be frivolous, vexatious or not made in good faith;
complaints that have already been settled or dealt with through other recourse; or
complaints that should be resolved through other means, including a collective
agreement's grievance and arbitration provisions.

The Board may also reject a complaint that was suspended if the complainant has not taken the
required measures within a specified period.
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What remedies can be ordered by the Board?

If the Board determines that a complaint under section 246.1 (1) is justified, the Board may, by
order, require the employer to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

cease engaging in or to rescind the reprisal;
permit the employee to return to the duties of their employment;
reinstate the employee;
pay compensation for any loss of remuneration by the employee;
pay compensation for any financial or other penalty imposed on the employee; and
do any other thing that the Board considers equitable to remedy or counteract any
consequence of the reprisal.

The Board will notify the parties in writing of its decision.
If you have any questions concerning this information circular, you may contact a Board
IRO at 1-800-575-9696.
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Scope of Application - Canada labour Code, Part
Ill - Section 1-802-1-IPG- 101 *
*the number will be assigned when the /PG is published

Effective date: September 1, 2019
•
•

Labour Standard IPGs
Terms and conditions

Comment: Pursuant to the Interpretation Act, in the following text, words importing male persons include
female persons.

Guideline
1. Subject
Th is IPG outlines the scope of application of certain new hours of work provisions from September 1, 2019
until the coming into force of related regulations . The Regulations will either exempt classes of employees
from certain hours of work provisions or will modify the provisions for the purpose of application to certain
classes of employees. The purpose of this IPG is to outline the scope of application of sections 169.1, 169.2,
173.01, 173.1 in Division I of Part Ill (Labour Standards) of the Canada Labour Code (Code) to certain classes of
employees, listed in the Schedule, in various industrial sectors.

2. Issue
The following hours of work provisions have been added to Part Ill of the Canada Labour Code :
•
•
•
•

Breaks - 169.1;
Rest periods - 169.2;
Notice of hours of work -173.01; and
Shift changes-173 .1.

These changes will take effect on September 1, 2019.

Workplace Directorate

802-'/-IPG-101- page
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It is necessary to provide a consistent interpretation of the scope of application of certain new hours of work
provisions effective September 1, 2019 until the coming into force of new and amended hours of
work regulations. For this purpose, the following three questions will be addressed:
•

What is the scope of application of the above noted new hours of work provisions?

•

Which classes of employees are subject to this interpretation?

•

How will non-monetary complaints pertaining to one of the four above-mentioned sections be handled
by the Labour Program until the regulations come into force?

3. Interpretation
The policy intent of the new hours of work provisions is that they:
•
•

be applied in conjunction with regulatory exemptions for classes of employees to which the provisions
cannot reasonably be applied, or
be modified, by way of regulation, where their application would be unduly prejudicial to the interests
of certain classes of employees or seriously detrimental to the operation of the industrial
establishment.

In light of this policy intent, as of September 1, 2019, and until related exemption or modification regulations
are in place, employers may carry on business as usual with respect to the job titles in continuous operations
and associated provisions identified in the Schedule. The National Occupational Classification (NOC) is for
reference purposes only.
This interpretation is limited to the following provisions:
•
•
•
•

Breaks - 169.1;
Rest periods - 169.2;
Notice of hours of work-173.01; and
Shift changes -173.1.

In order to facilitate the application of this interpretation, the job titles and associated provisions have been
listed in the Schedule by industrial sector:
•
•
•
•
•

Road transportation;
Rail;
Marine transportation
Longshoring;
Air transportation & Airports;

1/Vorkp!ace Directorate
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•
•
•
•

Telecommunications;
Couriers;
Broadcasting; and
Grain elevators & Millers.

·2019

This interpretation is not designed to deny employees their right to file a complaint. Any employee who is of
the view that their employer has contravened the Code may file a complaint with the Labour Program. Where
a complaint related to one or more hours of work provisions and a job title identified in the Schedule is
received, the Labour Program will investigate according to the existing Complaints Handling OPD 810-A. The
inspector will determine whether the complaint is founded and may issue an Assurance of Voluntary
Compliance (AVC). The Labour Program will work with the employer while work continues on the
development of hours of work exemption and modification regulations.

4. Disclosure
This interpretation applies exclusively to the specific job titles listed in the Schedule.
This interpretation is in not a guarantee that the same classes of employees will be the subject of exemption
or modification regulations. The regulatory process is independent of this IPG.
Once the new regulation comes into force, this IPG will no longer be in effect.

5. Schedule
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Annexe - Appellations d'emploi assujettis
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a IPG 11 / Schedule - Job titles subject to IPG 11
30MIN
BREAK

mm

!:!!'.I
mo

I

Appellation d'emploi

Job Title

PAUSE
DE30
MIN

""C"".....

:::0

route driver; delivery driver; courier service
driver; delivery driver - parcels; delivery
t ru ck driver; messenger

chauffeur-livreur/chauffeuse-livreuse ;
chauffeur/chauffeuse de camion de
livraison ; messager/messagere

freight checker; freight receiver; freight
shipper; receiver; shipper; shipper-receiver

comm is aux emplacements reserves au
fret; receptionnaire du fret ; comm is au
transport du fret; expediteur/expeditrice;
comm is !'expedition et la reception
conducteur/conductrice de voiture
blindee; gardien/gardienne de voiture
blindee; chef d' equipage; garde
chargeur/chargeuse de camions ;
manutentionnaire de materiaux legers ;
manutentionnaire de materiaux lourds
camionneur/camionneuse;
conducteur/conductrice de camion de
marchandises en vrac;
conducteur/conductrice de camion plateforme ; chauffeur/chauffeuse de poids
lourd ; conducteur/conductrice
d' autoroute ; conducteur/conductrice de
camion sur long parcours ;
chauffeur/chauffeuse de camion ;
conducteur/conductrice de camion ;
conducteur/conductrice de camion de fret

0

Ill

c..
,...,.
.....

Ill

:J
V)

-c

0
.....
,...,.

a

armoured car driver; armoured car guard;
crew chief; guard

Ill

!:!.
0
:J

.......
-I
.....

Ill

:J
VI

-c
0

~

.....
0

C:
,...,.
iii"

.....

material handler; truck loader;
warehouseperson ; dockman/woman truck transport
bulk goods truck driver; flatbed truck
driver; heavy truck driver; highway driver;
long haul truck driver; tractor-trailer truck
driver; transport driver; truck driver;
freight truck driver

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE
/ PREAVIS DE
CHANGEMENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

96 HOUR NOTICE
OF SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE 96
HEURES
D'HORAIRE DE
TRAVAIL

NOC

I
CNP*

1513
X

X

1521
X

X

a

6541
X

7452
X

X

7511

a

* For reference purposes only/ A titre de reference seleument
1 of/de 15
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30MIN
BREAK

,., ,.,
"'"'
Q!:l

Job Title

,., 0

Appellation d'emploi

"' .....

C: "'

::0
0

QJ
~ a..
QJ
,-+

::I

.....

V>

QJ

-0

::I

0
..,

articulated bus operator; bus driver; bus
driver - special needs passengers; bus
operator; bus operator - accessible
services; urban driver; public passenger
transit driver; transit operator transportation
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-0

,+

..... 0..,

,...

0

C

QJ

!:!. C".
ro 0
.....
::I

........

delivery driver; courier driver

utility courier; relief staff

n

0

C
.....
iii"
.....
V,

........
m

::I

r+

a..
ro

3

ro

V,

V>

QJ
O'Q

ro
ro

::::!.

courier; courier service delivery person ;
courier service parcels deliverer; delivery
person - courier service; runner - courier
service
Warehouse employee - sortation on air

chauffeur/chauffeuse d'autobus articule ;
chauffeur/chauffeuse d'autobus;
chauffeur/chauffeuse d'autobus passagers aux besoins particuliers;
operateur d'autobus - passagers aux
besoins particuliers ; chauffeur/chauffeuse
urbain(e) ; conducteur/conductrice de
vehicule de transport en com mun ;
operateur/operatrice de vehicule de
transport en commun
chauffeur-livreur/chauffeuse-livreu se ;
courrier/courriere de la poste par vehicule
motorise
courier utilitaire; personnel
supplementaire
livreur/livreuse - service de messageries ;
livreur/livreuse de colis - service de
messageries; coursier/cousiere; service de
messageries
Employe d' entrep6t- tri sur piste aerienne

ramps
courier service driver; delivery driver;
delivery truck driver; CTV drivers; linehaul
drivers; feeder drivers; package car drivers;
cover drivers

conducteur/conductrice de vehicule de
service de messageries; chauffeurlivreur/chauffeuse-livreuse ;
courrier/courriere de la poste par vehicule
motorise

I
PAUSE
DE30
MIN

SHOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PERIODE
DES
HEURES DE
REPOS

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE
/PREAVIS DE
CHANGEMENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

96 HOUR NOTICE
OF SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE 96
HEURES
D'HORAIRE DE
TRAVAIL

NOC

I
CNP*

7512

X

7514
X

X

X

X

1511
1513

X

X

X

X

--

7514
X

X

* For reference purposes only / A titre de reference seleument
2 of/de 15
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a IPG 11 / Schedule - Job titles subject to IPG 11
30MIN
BREAK

Job Title

Appellation d'emploi

C:,:,

:,:,...._

,0

All job titles in this NOC- Longshore
workers

I
PAUSE
DE 30
MIN

BHOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PERIODE
DE 8
HEURES DE
REPOS

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE
/ PREAVIS DE
CHANG EM ENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

96HOUR
NOTICE OF
SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE 96
HEURES
D'HORAIRE DE
TRAVAIL

NOC

I
CNP*

7451

Toutes applellations d'emploi dans ce CNPDebardeurs/debardeuses

0
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~
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Ill
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X

0

X

X

X

0.. .....
Ill -•
:::,
OQ
Cl)

OQ

.......

~

chief engineer - water transport; engineer
officer - water transport; fourth engineer water transport marine engineer officer;
second engineer; third engineer - water;
transport, tugboat engineer

Ill

.....

:::,
Cl)

.......
~

Ill

:::,

V)

"O

0
.....

,-+

3

Ill

.....

;:;:

~i'
Cl)

boat dispatcher; tugboat dispacher, water
service dispatcher

chef mecanicien/chef mecanicienne,
deuxieme mecanicien/deuxieme
mecanicienne, mecanicien/mecanicienne
de remorqueur, officier,
mecanicien/officiere, mecanicienne transport par voies navigables, officier
mecanicien/officiere mecanicienne de
marine;
quatrieme, mecanicien/quatrieme,
mecanicienne - transport par voies
navigables;
troisieme, mecanicien/troisieme
mecanicienne - transport par voies
navigables
repartiteur/repartitrice de navires,
repartiteur/repartitrice du service des
eaux, repartiteur/repartitrice de
remorqueurs

* For reference purposes only / A titre de reference seleument
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X

X

X
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X

X
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30MIN
BREAK

Job Title

All job titles in this NOC

Toutes applellations d'emploi dans ce CNP

electronics engineering technologist; fibre
optics technician; fibre optics technologist;
electrical technician; communications
technologist; radio frequency technologist

technicien/technicienne en genie
electronique ;
technicien/technicienne en genie
electronique;
technicien/technicienne de fibres optiques;
technologue en fibres optiques;
technologue en frequences radio;
technologue en developpement telecommunications;
technicien/technicienne de reseau
informatique;
administrateur/administratrice reseau

!lJ

-,

-i ~
~
ro, ~
n O
0
3

3 3
3 C
§ ::!.
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g
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PAUSE
DE 30
MIN

Marine Personnel Regulations - On Ship
Employees
All job titles in this NOC

~
,...,.
3
;:;:

I

Appellation d'emploi

capitaine de barge, operateur de barge,
passager de cable, operateur de cable,
operateur de cable, manuel, capitaine de
bateau charter, capitaine de bateau
charter, operateur de bateau charter,
operateur de ferry, operateur de bateau
moteur, capitaine de bateau moteur,
operateur de bateau moteur, operateur
de cable, operateur de ferry reaction,
capitaine de chaland, operateur de
chaland, operateur de petite embarcation,
operateur de bateau de travail
Reglement sur le personnel maritime employes bord des navires
Toutes applellations d'emploi dans ce CNP

barge captain, barge operator, cable ferry
deckhand, cable ferry operator, manual,
charter boat captain, charter boat master,
charter boat operator, ferry operator,
motor boat operator, motorboat captain,
motorboat operator, power cable ferry
operator, reaction ferry operator, scow
captain, scow operator, small craft
operator, workboat operator
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computer network technician; web site
administrator

a

a

a

SHOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PERIODE
DES
HEURES DE
REPOS

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE
/ PREAVIS DE
CHANG EM ENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

96HOUR
NOTICE OF
SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE 96
HEURES
D'HORAIRE DE
TRAVAIL

NOC

I
CNP*

7533

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

a

a

2273
7532
2241

X

X

X

X

2281

* For reference purposes only / A titre de reference seleument
4 of/de 15
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Annexe - Appellations d'emploi assujettis
"'"'
qq
"'"'
"'0
,.
C:

,. ......

30MIN
BREAK

Job Title

technical support analyst- systems; user
support techn ician

-l

business office service representative telecommunication s; complaints clerk customer service; client service clerk

(D

ro
n
0

3
3

C
::J

Electrician (except industrial and power
system)

n

,..,.
QJ

o·
::J

Ill

communication line technician; access
technician - telecommunication

........
-l

roiii:
n
0

3
3

C
::J

telecommunications equipment technician;
installation and repair technician telecommunications

;::;·

,..,.
QJ

o·
::J

Ill

a IPG 11 / Schedule - Job titles subject to IPG 11

cable television installer; cable television
maintenance technician

electrical mechanic; switchgear repair
electrical mechanic

Appellation d'emploi

analyste de bureau de depannage systemes; technicien/technicienne en
support utilisateur
representant-technicien/representantetechnici enne de bureau d'affaires telecommun ications; specialiste des
plaintes - service la clientele ;
prepose/preposee la clientele
Electricien/electricienne (sauf systeme
industriel et electrique)

PAUSE
DE30
MIN

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE
/ PREAVIS DE
CHANG EM ENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

X

X

96HOUR
NOTICE OF
SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE 96
HEURES
D'HORAIRE DE
TRAVAIL

NOC

I
CNP*
2282

6552

X

a
a

technicien/technicienne de lignes de
communication
t echnicien/technicienne l'acces au reseau
- telecommunication
technicien/technicienne de materiel de
telecommunications
i nsta 11 ate u r-re pa rateu r/in sta Ilatri cereparatrice de materiel de
telecommunications
technicien/technicienne de service
d'installation - teledistribution
technicien/technicienne en entretien teledistribution
Electromecaniciens/electromecaniciennes

a

* For reference purposes only/ A titre de reference seleument
5 of/de 15
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I

BHOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PERIODE
DEB
HEURES DE
REPOS

X

X

7241
7245

X

X

7246
X

X

7247
X

X

X

X

7333

Annexe - Appellations d'emploi assujettis
"'"'
'" '"
qq
'"
:,a
C 0
:,a...._

30MIN
BREAK

Job Title

Anchor; news reporter; news writer; news
editor; photojournalist; video journalist

camera operator - news; electronic news
gathering (ENG) camera operator;
electronic field production (EFP) camera
operator; electronic news gathering (ENG)
camera operator; news camera operator
OJ

0
cu

c..
n
cu

V,

~:::::s

(1Q

:;:,:,
---cu

c..

a·
c..
~
C

V,

a'
:::::s

a IPG 11 / Schedule - Job titles subject to IPG 11

broadcast technician - news; broadcast
transmitter operator - news; broadcasting
switcher; ma ster control room (MCR)
equipment operator - broadcasting news; mobile broadcasting equipment
operator - news; regional transmitter
technician- news; short-wave receiving
station technician - news; video
transmission operator - news; engineering
technician - news

Appellation d'emploi

presentateur-vedette/present atricevedette ; journaliste ; redacteur/redactrice
de journal ; photojournalist e ;
videojournaliste
operat eur/operatrice de camera video actual ites; cadreur/cadreuse de reportage
electronique; cadreur/cadreuse
d'actualites televisees;
cameraman de reportage
cameraman de reportage electronique
Techniciens/techniciennes en
radiotel ediffusion - nouvelles; operateur/
operatrice d' emetteurs de
radiotelediffusion - nouvelles;
commutateur/commutatrice de diffusion
en radiotelediffusion - nouvelles;
operateur/operatrice d'equipement de
regie centrale (RC) - radiotelediffusion nouvelles; operateur/operatrice de
materiel mobile de radiotelediffusion nouvelles; technicien/technicienne de la
transmission en region - nouvelles;
technicien/technicienne de station
receptrice a ondes courtes - nouvelles;
operateur/operatrice a la transmission
video - nouvelles; ingenieur/ingenieure en
radiotelediffusion - nouvelles;
technicien/technicienne en
radiotelediffusion-nouvelles;

I
PAUSE
DE 30
MIN

8HOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PERIODE
DE8
HEURES DE
REPOS

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE
/ PRtAVIS DE
CHANGEMENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

96HOUR
NOTICE OF
SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE 96
HEURES
D'HORAIRE DE
TRAVAIL

NOC

I
CNP*

5123
X

X

5222
X

X

5224

X

X

* For reference purposes only / A titre de reference seleument
6 of/de 15
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aa

30MIN
BREAK

"'"'
0
"'
C: :,a

a IPG 11 / Schedule - Job titles subject to IPG 11
I

Appellation d'emploi

Job Title

PAUSE
OE 30
MIN

:,a .....

:;x:, CD
OJ -,
a. 0OJ
0
a.

a. n
~

OJ

0
::,

()Q

Vl

~- ~-

C

::,

.......

m,

ro:
<
OJ
,..,.

G)
-,
OJ

V,

-

electronic news gathering (ENG) editor;
public address (P.A.) system operatornews; audio operator- news; sound
engineer; lighting technician- news
news reader; radio host/hostess - news

assistant grain elevator manager, country
grain elevator agent, grain elevator agent,
primary grain elevator agent, country grain
elevator operator, grain elevator operator,
primary grain elevator operator

ro 5·
C
ro
-,

~-i,..,.
-,
- · 0-,

OJ
:::,
V,

V,

ro !20
,..,.
3

ro
-,

V,

ro ....._
-,
in'

directeur adjoint/directrice adjointe
d'elevateurs grains; agent/agente de silo
grains, agent ; agente de silo de collect e;
agent/agente d'elevateur grains primaire
exploitant/exploitante de silo de collecte;
exploitant/exploitante d'elevateur
grains; exploitant/exploitante d'elevateur
grains primaire
mecanicien/mecanicienne d'entretien
d'elevateurs grains

96HOUR
NOTICE OF
SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS OE 96
HEURES
O'HORAIRE OE
TRAVAIL

NOC

I
CNP*
5225

X

X

X

X

5231

6221

a

a

a

X

a

cribber - grain elevator, grain conveyor
operator, grain handler, grain weigher

a

remplisseur/remplisseuse de coffres elevateu r grains; operateur /operatrice
de transporteur de grains;
manutentionnaire de grains;
manutentionnaire d'elevateurs grains;
peseur/peseuse de grains

7311

X
7452

a

a

* For reference purposes only/ A titre de reference seleument
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24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE
/ PREAVIS DE
CHANGEMENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL OE 24
HEURES

a

grain elevator maintenance mechanic

s:

::,
0,..,.

monteur/monteuse de reportage
electroniqu e -nouvelles;
operateur/operatrice aux enregistrements
sonores -nouvelles; ingenieur/ingenieure
du son -nouvelles; eclairagiste - nouvelles
5231 Announcers and other broadcasters

8HOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PERIODE
DE 8
HEURES OE
REPOS

X

Annexe - Appellations d'emploi assujettis

aa

a IPG 11 / Schedule - Job titles subject to IPG 11
30MIN
BREAK

"'"'
0
'" :D
C

I

Appellation d'emploi

Job Title

PAUSE
DE30
MIN

:D ......

grain cleaner-dryer, grain cooker, grain
meal processor, grain miller, grain roaster,
grain sample miller, grain-cleaning machine
operator, grain-processing machine
operator

cuiseur/cuiseuse de grains - transformation
des aliments et boissons, grilleur/grilleuse
de grains, meunier/meuniere
d'echantillons de grains, nettoyeursecheur/nettoyeuse-secheuse de grains transformation des aliments et boissons,
operateur/operatrice de machine de
traitement des grains, ouvrier/ouvriere la
deshydratation du grain - transformation
des aliments et boissons, ouvrier/ouvriere
au melange de grains - transformation des
aliments et boissons, ouvrier/ouvriere au
traitement de farines de grains,
broyeur/broyeuse de grains
Expediteurs/expeditrices et
receptionnaires (le ble)
com mis l'approvisionnement de navires (
de grains)

a

shipper and receiver (grain)
ship supply clerk (grain)

SHOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PtRIODE
DE 8
HEURES DE
REPOS

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE
/ PRiAVIS DE
CHANGEMENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

96HOUR
NOTICE OF
SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE 96
HEURES
D'HORAIRE DE
TRAVAIL

NOC

I
CNP*

9461

X

X

a

1521
1524

X

* For reference purposes only / A titre de reference seleument
8 of/de 15
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30MIN
BREAK

"'"'

§~

Job Title

,,C: .....,,

s:

G)
OJ

-,

(1)

s·
n;· ro
~ ~
(1) ,

Agronomist (sales}

lngenieur agronome (vente}

grain inspection supervisor,grain inspector,
seed crop inspector, seed grains inspector

inspecteur/inspectrice de graines de
semenceinspecteur de graines de semence,
inspectrice de graines de semence,
inspecteur/inspectrice de grains,
surveillant/surveillante de )'inspection de
produits agricoles, surveillant/surveillante
de )'inspection des grains
technicien en electricite (elevateurs a
grain)

0

f~
OJ

OJ

,-+

:::,

c..

(1)

C

~ ~

OJ,

OQ

Appellation d'emploi

I
PAUSE
DE30
MIN

=
(1)

o1 ~
-· .......
:::,

?.
-,

electrical technician (grain elevators)
flight scheduler- aeronautics; flight crew
scheduler; flight operating agents

,-+

-,
OJ

:::,

l/)

"O
0
-,

,-+

OJ

aircraft maintenance engineer (AME} avionics; avionics maintenance technician

,-+

a·
:::,

.......
~

OJ

:::,
l/)

air pilot; helicopter pilot

"O
0

-,

,-+

)>

flight dispatcher; air traffic controller

(1),

::::!.

horairiste de transport aerien;
prepose/preposee a !'affectation des
equipages - aeronautique; agent/agente
d'exploitation de vol/

8HOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PERIODE
DES
HEURES DE
REPOS

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE
/ PREAVIS DE
CHANGEMENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

96HOUR
NOTICE OF
SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE 96
HEURES
D'HORAIRE DE
TRAVAIL

flight attendant

X

2241

X

1526
X

X

X

2244
mecanicien/mecanicienne d'entretien
d'aeronef (MEA) - avionique;
technicien/technicienne d'entretien
d'aeronef (TEA} - avionique
pilote aerien/pilote aerienne ;pilote
d'helicoptere
contr6leur aerien/contr61euse aerienne;
agent/agente de regulation des vols
agent/agente de bord - transport aerien

* For reference purposes only / A titre de reference seleument
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I
CNP*

2222

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2271
2272

(1)

:::,

NOC

2123

X

-,

:::,
0

~

a IPG 11 / Schedule - Job titles subject to IPG 11

X

6522

Annexe - Appellations d'emploi assujettis
,., ,.,
"'"'
qq
mo
C:D

a IPG 11 / Schedule - Job titles subject to IPG 11
30MIN
BREAK

Job Title

Appellation d'emploi

:D ......

customer sa les agent - airline; customer
service agent - airline; load control agentairline; airline cargo agent; passenger service
agent- airline; load controller- airline;
customer service agent - weight & balance
airline; guest service agent- airline

~
-,
-,

,..,.

"'

::J
V>

"C

0
;::i

"',..,.
o·
::J

......_
-I
-,

aircraft maintenance engineer (AME) (except
avionics); aircraft mechaniq cargo
attendant-air transport; aircraft
maintenance mechanic; aircraft goomer;
aircraft line technicians;

"'::J

V>

"C

0

,..,.

-,

)>
Cl),

::!.
Cl)

::J

ramp agent - air transport; ramp attendant
- air transport; ramp station attendant- air
transport; aircraft refuelers baggage
handler- air transport; turn around crew;
baggage service agent-- air transport;ground
service equipment mechanic

I
PAUSE
DE 30
MIN

SHOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PiRIODE
DES
HEURES DE
REPOS

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE
/PRiAVIS DE
CHANGEMENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

96HOUR
NOTICE OF
SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE 96
HEURES
D'HORAIRE DE
TRAVAIL

a

agent/agente de ventes la clientele transport aerien; agent/agente de services
- transport aerien ; agent/agente de
contr61e de chargement - transport
aerien ; agent/agente de fret - transport
aerien agent/agente de services aux
passagers - transport aerien contr61eur/
contr61euse-transport aerien; agent(e) de
services a la clientele - masse et centrage;
agent(e) a la clientele -transport aerien
technicien/technicienne d'entretien
d'aeronefs (TEA) (sauf avionique) ;
mecaniciens/ mecanicieness d'aeronefs;
agent/agente de chargement de frettransport aerien; mecaniciens/
mecanicienes de service de vol ;
pre pose/pre pose de I' entreti en d'aeronefs
technicien/technicienne d'entretien
d'aeronefs; technicien(ne) entretien en
ligne d'aeronefs
agent(e) de piste -transport aerien ;
prepose(e) de piste - transport aerien ;
prepose(e) d'escale - transport aerien ;
prepose(e) au ravitaillement des aeronefs
en carburant manutentionnaire de
bagages-- transport aerien; personnel de
piste- transport aerien ; agent(e) de service
de bagages - transport aerien;

NOC

I
CNP*

6523

X

X

X

7315

X

X

X

7534
1,

X

X

11

X

* For reference purposes only/ A titre de reference seleument
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a IPG 11 / Schedule - Job titles subject to IPG 11
30MIN
BREAK

"'"'

§~
.......

Job Title

Appellation d'emploi

C: ..

food and beverage services attendant

Prepose(e) aux services des mets et
boissons

airfield operations and emergency respon se
specialist; airfield operations specialist with
emergency response responsibilities

airport fire department chief

specialiste des operations sur les
aerodromes et des interventions
d'urgence ; specialiste des operations
d'aerodrome avec responsabilites en
matiere d'intervention d'urgence
chef de service d'incendie d'aeroport

airport firefighter

pompier/pompiere d'aeroport

Heavy duty mechanics for maintenance and
repair of emergency or snow removal
vehicles at airports

Mecanicien(nes) d'equipement lourd pour
l'entretien et la reparation de vehicules
d'urgence et de deneigement dans les
aeroports
Directeur/ directrice de service;
Coordonnateur/ coordinatrice du service;
Coordonnateur/ coordin atrice adjoint des
services ;
Coordonnateur/ coordinatrice des
activites;
Prepose/ preposee de service ferroviaire
Coordonnateur/ coordinatrice du signale et
communications - chem in de fer

?.
-,
-0

0
-,

,...

V,

.....__

►
ro,

-,
0

-0

I
PAUSE
DE 30
MIN

SHOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PERIODE
DES
HEURES DE
REPOS

X

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE
/PREAVIS DE
CHANGEMENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

96HOUR
NOTICE OF
SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE 96
HEURES
D'HORAIRE DE
TRAVAIL

X

X

NOC

I
CNP*

6711
2272

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

0432
4312

0

-,
,...
V,

;:o
OJ

-

.....__
-I
-,

service employees on board trains (service
manager; service coordinator; assistant
service coordinator; activity coordinator;
learning coordinator; senior service
attendant)

OJ
:::J
V,

-0

0

7312
X

X

X

--

X

X

X

X

X

X

;:::i.
....,

signal and communications coordinator railway

~ro

intermodal clerk - railway

Com mis/ commise intermodal - chemins
de fer

X

X

X

welder inspector - railway

inspecteur/inspectrice d' atelier d'usinage chem in de fer

X

X

X

ro
-,
-,
0

OJ

* For reference purposes only/ A titre de reference seleument
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a IPG 11 / Schedule - Job titles subject to IPG 11
30MIN
BREAK

"'"'

§~

Job Title

Appellation d'emploi

C :,a

"' .....

:::0

OJ

-- ·
.........
-i
.....
OJ

:::,
II>

"O

(D

.....
.....

PAUSE
DE 30
MIN

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE /
PREAVIS DE
CHANGEMENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

96HOUR
NOTICE OF
SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE
96 HEURES
D'HORAIRE
DE TRAVAIL

NOC

I
CNP*

1526

crew dispatcher - railway

Repa rtiteur d'equipage/ repartitrice
d'equipage - chemin de fer

X

X

X

signal engineer - railway

lngenieur/ingenieure en signalisation chem in de fer

X

X

X

railway technician

Technicien/technicienne de chem in de fer

X

X

X

rail traffic controller

Contr61eur/contr61euse de la circulation
ferroviaire

X

X

X

railway police constable; ra ilway police
officer; railway police sergeant - all except
commissioned

Agent/agente de police des chemins de
fer ; policier/policiere des chem ins de fer ;
sergent/sergente de police des chem ins de
fer-tous sauf commissione

X

X

X

4311

locomotive fireman/woman
onboard railway cook

Pompiers/pompieres de trains
Cuisinier/cuisiniere a bord des chemin de
fer
Bagagiste des chemin de fer

X

X

X

X

X

X

4312
6322

X

X

X

0
;:i.

....,

I

8HOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PERIODE
DE S
HEURES DE
REPOS

train baggageman/woman

0

~OJ

2133
2231
2275

6721

.....
(D

welder foreman/woman - railway

Superviseur/superviseure de soudeurs chemins de fer

7201
X

X

X

t insmith - ra ilway

ferblantier/ferblantiere -chem ins de fer

X

X

X

steel bridge worker - ra ilway

Charpentier/ charpentiere de ponts
metalliques- chemin de fer

X

X

X

flash butt welder - railway; thermite welder railway; welder - railway

Soudeur/ soudeuse par etincelage bout-about; Soudeur/soudeuse a la thermite;
soudeur/soudeuse - chem ins de fer

X

X

X

7233
7235
7237

* For reference purposes only / A titre de reference seleument
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Annexe - Appellations d'emploi assujettis
Job Title

0
'"
C: ::a
::a..._

plumber - railway
pipefitter - railway

Tuyauteur/tuyauteuse - chem ins de fer

carpenter - railway

Charpentiers-menuisiers/charpentieresmenuisieres - chem ins de fer
Briqueteur/briqueteuse et
ma<;on/ma<;onne en pierres - chemins de
fer
Mechanicien/ mechanicienne principale chemins de fer;
contrema1tre/contrema1tresse de
reparateu rs de materiel ferroviaire
Chef d'equipe de la voie ferree;
contremaitre/contremaftresse l'entretien
de la voie ferree; chef ga rde-voie - secteur
ferroviaire ; contrema1tre
cantonnier/contremaitresse cantonniere secteur ferroviaire ;
contremaTtre/contremaftresse de
debardeurs; contremaftre/
contremaftresse de debardeurs, de dockers
et de manutentionnaires
Mecanicien/mecanicienne - chemins de fer

brick and stone mason - railway7
:;,:J

OJ

lead mechanic - railway

-I

""'

OJ
:::i

V>

"O
0

;::i.

""'

""'
0

<
iii'

""'
(D

Appellation d'emploi

electricien/electricienne - chemins de fer ;
prepose/preposee l'entreti en de la
signalisation ferroviai
Plombier/plombiere -ch em ins de fer

electrician - railway; railway signal
maintainer

(D

extra-railway gang foreman/woman; railway
track maintenance foreman/woman; freight
loading foreman/woman railway; loading
dock foreman/woman railway

mechanic - railway
rail car mechanic

a

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE /
PREAVIS DE
CHANGEMENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

X

X

X

X

X

X

7251

X

X

X

7252

X

X

X

X

X

X

I
PAUSE
DE30
MIN

96HOUR
NOTICE OF
SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE
96 HEURES
D'HORAIRE
DE TRAVAIL

NOC

I
CNP*

7242

7271
7281

7301
X

X

X

7302

a

Mecanicien/mecanicienne de vehicules sur
rail;
Mecanicien/mecanicienne -chem ins de fer

* For reference purposes only / A titre de reference seleument
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8HOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PERIODE
DE 8
HEURES DE
REPOS

30MIN
BREAK

"'"'
'" '"
Q!:l

.......

a IPG 11 / Schedule - Job titles subject to IPG 11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

7312
7314

Annexe - Appellations d'emploi assujettis

.., ..,
"'"'
q q
.., 0

a IPG 11 / Schedule - Job titles subject to IPG 11
30MIN
BREAK

Job Title

Appellation d'emploi

C: ::D

::D ......

locomotive engin eer - railway; railway
hostler

Mecaniciens de locomotive - chemins de
fer ;
Mecanicien/ mecanicienne de manc:euvre

conductor - railway yard; brakeman/woman
- railway

Chef de train - depot de rail s; Serre-freins
-chem ins de fer

crane operator - railway

Grutiers /grutieres - chemins de fer

driller - railway; blaster - railway

Foreurs/foreuses - chemin s de fer;
dynamiteurs/dynamiteuses - chem ins de
fe r

;;JJ

cu

-......
-I
.....

cu

::::,

I
PAUSE
DE 30
MIN

8HOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PERIODE
DEB
HEURES DE
REPOS

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE/
PRtAVIS DE
CHANGEMENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

96HOUR
NOTICE OF
SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE
96 HEURES
D'HORAIRE
DE TRAVAIL

NOC

I
CNP*

7361
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

7362

7371
7372

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

V,

"C
0
~

-

railway car loader/unloader

7452

Chargeur/dechargeur - chemins de fer

ro

.....
.....
<
iii"
.....

heavy equipment operator

Conducteurs/conductrices d'equipement
lourd

yardmaster; assistant yard master; yard

Chef de gare de triage; chef de gare de
triage adjoint; Contremaitre de cour/ pare/
contremaitresse de cour/ pare ;
Manc:euvre de pare - agent de manc:euvre secteur ferroviaire; Operateu r/ operatrice
de freins de voie; Aiguiller/ aiguilleuse

ro

foreman/woman; yardman/woman;
yardman/woman - railway; car retarder
operator; switchtender
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Annexe - Appellations d'emploi assujettis

a IPG 11 / Schedule - Job titles subject to IPG 11
30MIN
BREAK

"'"'
"'"'
qq

Job Title

,., 0
C :,o

Appellation d'emploi

:a -

Railway trackman/woman; railway track
maintenance worker; snowplow operator railway; rail lubricator maintainer; extra
gang labourer - railway; machine operator railway; grinder operator - railway;
locomotive attendant; railway equipment
operator; trackmobile operator - railway
:,:,
OJ

---::;i
OJ

::,
V,

-0

0
...,

,-+

Agent/ agente de la voie ferre; Operateur
/operatrice d'equipement d'entretien de
voies ferrees ; Conducteur de chasse-neige
-secteur ferroviare; Journalier/
journaliere d'equipe;
Operateur/operatrice de meuleuse de rails
- secteur ferroviaire; Prepose/ preposee a
l'entretien des graisseurs de rails;
Prepose/ preposee aux locomotives;
Operateur/operatrice d'equipement
ferroviaire;
Conducteur/ conductrice de locotracteur
rail-route- chemin de fer

I
PAUSE
DE30
MIN

8HOUR
REST
PERIOD/
PERIODE
DE 8
HEURES DE
REPOS

24 HOUR NOTICE
OF SHIFT CHANGE
/PREAVIS DE
CHANGEMENT E
QUART DE
TRAVAIL DE 24
HEURES

96 HOUR
NOTICE OF
SCHEDULE/
PREAVIS DE 96
HEURES
D'HORAIRE DE
TRAVAIL

NOC

I
CNP*

--.J
(J1

w
......

:::J

0

7
...,
X

X

X

C

:::J
:::J
:::J

()Q

...,

,-+

OJ

0..

ro

V,

r...,o

...,
0

:S.
OJ

ro

bridge labourer - railway
bridge gang worker - railway
track greaser - railway; rail lubricator;
signal and communications worker - railway
painter - railway

Journalier/ journaliere des ponts chemins de fer; ouvrier/ ouvriere a
l'entretien de ponts - chem ins de fer
Graisseurs de rails;
Coordonnateur/ coordinatrice du signale
et communications - chemin de fer
Peintres - chemins de fer
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Legislative Update: The Provincial Perspective in Point Form

Making Ontario Open for Business Act, 2018 (Bill 47)

I.

The Making Ontario Open for Business Act, 2018 (Bill 47) came into effect on January 1, 2019. Bill
47 repealed amendments made by the Fair Workplaces, Better Jobs Act, 2018 (Bill 148) that came
into effect between November 2017 and April 2018, as well as amendments under Bill 148 (e.g.,
scheduling) that were set to come into effect on January 1, 2019.
The finalized Bill 47 changes are summarized in brief below.

Employment Standards Act, 2000 (ESA)
Minimum Wage


Kept the minimum wage at $14 per hour (no rolling back or increase to $15 per hour on
January 1, 2019, as previously scheduled).



Established a 33-month pause in minimum wage increases with annual increases to the
minimum wage, tied to inflation, restarting in 2020. On October 1 of every year starting in
2020, the minimum wage rates may increase annually. The new rates to come into effect
on October 1 will be published on or before April 1 of every year, beginning in 2020.

Scheduling


Repealed the following scheduling provisions that would have come into force on January
1, 2019:


Right to request changes to schedule or work location after an employee has been
employed for at least three months.



Minimum of three hours’ pay for being on-call if the employee is available to work
but is not called in to work, or works less than three hours.



Right to refuse requests or demands to work or to be on-call on a day that an
employee is not scheduled to work or to be on-call with less than 96 hours’ notice.



Three hours’ pay in the event of cancellation of a scheduled shift or an on-call shift
within 48 hours before the shift was to begin.
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The record-keeping requirements that relate to the above-noted scheduling
provisions.

Three Hour Rule


Modified and moved the existing three-hour rule to a new section of the ESA. Where an
employee who regularly works more than three hours a day is required to report to work,
but works less than three hours, the employee is paid for three hours.

Personal Emergency Leave


Replaced the 10 days of Personal Emergency Leave (PEL) with up to three days for sick
leave, two days for bereavement leave, and three days for family responsibility leave. All of
the above days are now unpaid.



The three leaves above are only available to employees employed for at least two
consecutive weeks. Previously, PEL was available to all employees regardless of their length
of employment (and two days were paid once the employee had one week of service).



If paid or unpaid leave is provided under an employment contract that also qualifies as sick
leave, bereavement leave, or family responsibility leave, then the employee is deemed to
have taken the applicable leave under the ESA.



Repealed the provision that prohibited employers from requiring an employee to provide a
medical note from a qualified health practitioner. Employers have the right to require
evidence of entitlement to the leave that is reasonable in the circumstances (e.g., a note
from a qualified health practitioner).

Vacation


Maintained the right of every worker in Ontario to receive three weeks of paid vacation
after five years of service.

Domestic Violence Leave


Maintained paid leave provisions for cases of domestic and sexual violence affecting an
employee or an employee’s child.

Critical Illness Leave


1B-2

Maintained Bill 148’s addition of an employee’s entitlement to a leave of up to 17 weeks to
care for a critically ill adult family member (in addition to up to 37 weeks to care for a
critically ill child).
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Public Holiday Pay


Repealed the averaging public holiday pay formula prescribed by Bill 148 and returned to
the previous prorating public holiday pay formula (Note: The old formula was reinstated by
Regulation starting with the July 1, 2018 Canada Day holiday).

Misclassification


Repealed the reverse onus requirement for the employer to prove that an individual is not
an employee where there is a dispute over whether the individual is an employee.

Equal Pay for Equal Work


Repealed equal pay for equal work on the basis of employment status (part-time, casual,
and temporary) and assignment employee status (temporary help agency status).



Maintained the requirement for equal pay on the basis of sex.

Penalties for Contravention


Returned to the previous administrative penalties for contraventions of the ESA by
decreasing the maximum penalties from $350/$700/$1500 (first, second and third
contravention) to $250/$500/$1000, respectively.

Labour Relations Act (LRA)
Card-based Certification


Repealed the rules that provided for card-based certification on workers in home care,
building services, and temporary help agencies. These workers have the right to vote
through a secret ballot.

Employee Lists


Repealed the rules that forced an employer to hand over employees’ personal information
to a union when 20% of the workers showed interest in joining a union.

Remedial Certification


Reinstated the pre-Bill 148 test and preconditions for the Ontario Labour Relations Board
(OLRB) to certify a union as a remedy for employer misconduct.



Requirement for the OLRB to determine whether a vote or new vote would be a sufficient
remedy, or whether the only sufficient remedy would be to certify the union.
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Successor Rights


Repealed the regulation-making authority to expand successor rights to contract tendering
for publicly-funded services such as homecare.

Structure of Bargaining Units


Repealed the power of the OLRB to review and consolidate newly certified bargaining
units with existing bargaining units.



Empowered the OLRB to review the structure of bargaining units where the existing
bargaining units are no longer appropriate for collective bargaining.

Return-to-work Rights


Returned to the six month limitation on an employee’s right to reinstatement following
the start of a strike or lock-out.

First Collective Agreement Mediation and Mediation-Arbitration


Repealed the Bill 148 first collective agreement mediation and mediation-arbitration
provisions and provisions for educational support.



Reinstated pre-Bill 148 conditions for access to first agreement arbitration (where it
appears to the OLRB that collective bargaining has been unsuccessful for specified
reasons).

Fines


Returned to the previous maximum fines for offences under the LRA by decreasing the
fines from $5,000 to $2,000 for individuals and from $100,000 to $25,000 for
organizations.

Streamlining and Improving Processes

1B-4



Expanded and recognized alternative means of communications under the LRA (e.g.,
facsimile, e-mail) for various types of documents, and deeming the time of the release or
receipt of the document.



Allowed the OLRB to make rules to expedite certain proceedings without the requirement
of an order of the Lieutenant Governor in Council to establish a coming-into-force date for
the rule.
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II.

Facilitated and required the publication of documents (collective agreements and
arbitration awards) filed with the Minister, including publication on Government website.

Pay Transparency Act, 2018 and the Restoring Trust, Transparency and
Accountability Act, 2018 (Bill 57)

The Pay Transparency Act, 2018 (“PTA”) was initially set to come into effect on January 1, 2019.
However, the Ontario government subsequently enacted Bill 57, the Restoring Trust, Transparency
and Accountability Act, 2018. This omnibus legislation, which received Royal Assent on December
6, 2018, delayed the implementation of the PTA to “a day to be named by proclamation of the
Lieutenant Governor”, to allow the government to engage in public consultations.
Despite uncertainty regarding an implementation date, below is a summary of the PTA’s
provisions:
1. Employers will be prohibited from seeking compensation history information from job
candidates (s. 4).
2. Employers will be required to include information about expected compensation or range
of compensation in any publicly advertised job posting (s. 5).
3. Employers will be required to prepare pay transparency reports, no later than May 15 each
year, that include information about the employer, the employer’s workforce composition,
and differences in compensation in the employer’s workforce with respect to gender and
other prescribed characteristics (s. 6).
o Employers with 250 or more employees must submit the first pay transparency report
no later than May 15, 2020.
o Employers with 100 or more employees but fewer than 250 employees must submit the
first pay transparency report no later than May 15, 2021.
o Employers who are required to prepare a pay transparency report must post it online or
in at least one conspicuous place in the workplace.
o The Ministry will publish, or otherwise make available to the public, the pay
transparency reports submitted to it.
4. Employers will be prohibited from intimidating, dismissing, or otherwise penalizing
employees for, among other things, making inquiries about the employee’s compensation,
disclosing their compensation or asking the employer to comply with the PTA or the
regulations (s. 7).
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5. Compliance officers will be appointed to enforce the PTA (s. 8).
o Compliance officers will be permitted, without a warrant, to conduct a compliance
audit of an employer (s. 11).
o If the PTA is contravened, compliance officers will be permitted to issue a notice and
specify a penalty for the contravention (s. 12).
o A notice of contravention of the PTA can be disputed within 30 days after the date of
service of the notice (s. 13).
6. The limitation period for a notice of contravention will be one year after the occurrence of
the last act or default upon which the contravention is based (s. 16).

III.

Restoring Ontario’s Competitiveness Act, 2018 (Bill 66): Amendments to the
Posting and Overtime Provisions of the ESA

On December 6, 2018, the Ontario government introduced omnibus legislation entitled Restoring
Ontario's Competitiveness Act, 2018 (Bill 66) that would amend multiple statutes, including the
Employment Standards Act, 2000 (ESA). The Bill received royal assent on April 3, 2019 and the
changes to the ESA are now in effect.
The changes to the ESA (details below) include:




Abolishing the requirement that employers post the ESA poster in the workplace,
Removing the requirement for the Director’s approval for employers to make agreements
that allow their employees to exceed 48 hours of work in a work week, and
Allowing employees’ hours to be averaged in accordance with the terms of an averaging
agreement between the employee and the employer (without the Director’s approval) over a
period that does not exceed four weeks.

Posting Requirements
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The Director, not the Minister, is now responsible for preparing and publishing a poster
providing information about the ESA and its regulations (“ESA poster”).



Employers are no longer required to post and keep posted in at least one conspicuous place
in every workplace a copy of the ESA poster.



Employers are still required to provide all employees with a copy of the ESA poster within
30 days of employment.
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Hours of Work and Overtime Averaging


The previous requirement to obtain approval from the Director of Employment Standards
to have employees work excess hours or engage in overtime averaging was eliminated. A
written agreement between the employer and the affected employees (or union) now
suffices.



Previously, the maximum an employee could work without the Director’s approval was 48
hours per week. The new rules allow an employee to work greater than 48 hours in a work
week if the employee has made an agreement with the employer that he or she will work up
to a specified number of hours in a work week in excess of the limit and his or her hours of
work in a work week do not exceed the number of hours specified in the agreement.



These agreements are valid only if, prior to making the agreement, the employer gives the
employee the most recent information sheet for employees about hours of work and
overtime pay prepared by the Director of Employment Standards – the agreement must
include a statement in which the employee acknowledges receipt of the information sheet.



An employee can cancel an agreement to work more hours by giving the employer two
weeks’ notice in writing or electronically, while an employer can cancel the agreement by
providing reasonable notice.



The period over which hours of work can be averaged is limited to a maximum four week
period.



An averaging agreement will continue to be valid only if it provides for a start date and an
expiry date, with the expiry date being no more than two years after the start date (unless
the employee is represented by a trade union and a collective agreement applies to the
employee).



Existing overtime averaging agreements that were previously approved continue to be in
effect until their expiry or the agreement/approval is revoked.

IV.

The Police Record Checks Reform Act, 2015

The Police Record Checks Reform Act, 2015 (“Act”), which was passed in December 2015, came into
effect on November 1, 2018. The Act standardizes the request and disclosure procedure for police
record checks, and limits the type of information that can be released in order to prevent the
disclosure of unnecessary information. Specifically, the Act limits how police record checks can be
requested, how a police service is to respond, as well as the proper scope and manner of disclosure.
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The Act applies to employers who require a police record check to determine suitability for
employment. Employers requesting criminal record checks will not be provided with information
about mental health orders or non-conviction records, except in limited circumstances, and
employees have more control over the process of the release of information to a potential
employer.
While the Act generally requires consent on two occasions – first to conduct a check and then to
disclose the results – there is an exemption in the Regulations in certain circumstances.
Specifically, if the check only discloses whether the results are “clear” or “not clear”, then the
second consent (to release results) is not required.

Police Record Checks Reform Act, 2015
1. There are three types of police record checks (s. 8(1)) (see the table below regarding
authorized disclosure for each type of check):
o Criminal record checks;
o Criminal record and judicial matter checks; and
o Vulnerable sector checks.
2. A police record check in respect of an individual is not conducted unless the request
contains the individual’s written consent to the particular type of check (s. 8(3)).
3. Non-conviction information in response to a vulnerable sector check request is provided if
specific criteria for exceptional disclosure is met (e.g., the alleged victim was a child, etc.) (s.
10).
4. The results of a police record check must only be disclosed to the individual who is the
subject of the request (s. 12(1)). If the individual provides written consent after receiving the
results of a check about himself or herself, the results may be provided to another person or
organization (s. 12(2)).


EXEMPTION for requirement for second consent: Under O. Reg. 347/18:
Exemptions, a police record check provider is exempt from section 12 of the Act
(requirement for second consent to disclose results) with respect to a police record
and judicial matters check if only a “clear” or “not clear” is disclosed.

5. The results of a police check that are provided to a person or organization with the
individual’s consent under s. 12(2) must only be used or disclosed for the purpose for which
it was requested or as authorized by law (s. 13).
6. Any person or organization that wilfully contravenes the Act is guilty of an offence (s.
19(1)). A person convicted of an offence may be fined up to $5,000 (s. 19(2)).
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AUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE

Item

Column 1
Type of Information

Column 2
Criminal record
check

Column 3
Criminal record
and judicial
matters check

Column 4
Vulnerable sector
check
...

1.

Every criminal offence
of which the individual
has been convicted for
which a pardon has not
been issued or granted.

2.

Every finding of guilt
under the Youth
Criminal Justice
Act (Canada) in respect
of the individual
during the applicable
period of access under
that Act.

3.

Every criminal offence
of which the individual
has been found guilty
and received an
absolute discharge.

Disclose.

Disclose.

Disclose.

However, do not
disclose summary
convictions if the
request is made
more than five years
after the date of the
summary
conviction.

However, do not
disclose summary
convictions if the
request is made
more than five
years after the date
of the summary
conviction.

However, do not
disclose summary
convictions if the
request is made
more than five
years after the date
of the summary
conviction.

Disclose.

Disclose.

Disclose.

Disclose.

Disclose.

However, do not
disclose if the
request is made
more than one year
after the date of
the absolute
discharge.

However, do not
disclose if the
request is made
more than one year
after the date of
the absolute
discharge.

Do not disclose.
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4.

Every criminal offence
of which the individual
has been found guilty
and received a
conditional discharge
on conditions set out
in a probation order.

Do not disclose.

Disclose.

Disclose.

However, do not
disclose if the
request is made
more than three
years after the date
of the conditional
discharge.

However, do not
disclose if the
request is made
more than three
years after the date
of the conditional
discharge.
-1-

5.

Every criminal offence
for which there is an
outstanding charge or
warrant to arrest in
respect of the
individual.

Do not disclose.

Disclose.

Disclose.

t

6.
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Every court order made
against the individual.

Do not disclose.

Disclose.

Disclose.

However, do not
disclose court
orders made under
the Mental Health
Act or under Part
XX.1 of
the Criminal
Code (Canada).

However, do not
disclose court
orders made under
the Mental Health
Act or under Part
XX.1 of
the Criminal
Code (Canada).

Do not disclose
court orders made
in relation to a
charge that has
been withdrawn.

Do not disclose
court orders made
in relation to a
charge that has
been withdrawn.

Do not disclose
restraining orders
made against the
individual under
the Family Law
Act, the Children’s
Law Reform Act or
the Child and

Do not disclose
restraining orders
made against the
individual under
the Family Law
Act, the Children’s
Law Reform Act or
the Child and
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Family Services Act.

Family Services Act.
Disclose.

Every criminal offence
with which the
individual has been
charged that resulted in
a finding of not
criminally responsible
on account of mental
disorder.

Do not disclose.

Do not disclose.

8.

Any conviction for
which a pardon has
been granted.

Do not disclose
unless disclosure is
authorized under
the Criminal Records
Act (Canada).

Do not disclose
unless disclosure is
authorized under
the Criminal
Records Act
(Canada).

9.

Any non-conviction
information authorized
for exceptional
disclosure in
accordance with
section 10.

7.

V.

However, do not
disclose if the
request is made
more than five
years after the date
of the finding or if
the individual
received an
absolute discharge.
Do not disclose
unless disclosure is
authorized under
the Criminal
Records Act
(Canada).
Disclose.

Do not disclose.

Do not disclose.

Set out the
information in the
prescribed form (if
applicable).

Workplace Safety Insurance Board (WSIB) Policy on Cannabis for Medical Purposes

The Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) recently issued a policy on Cannabis for
Medical Purposes, which is in effect as of March 1, 2019. The policy provides guidance regarding
the WSIB’s approval of entitlement to medical cannabis for workplace-related injuries and
illnesses.
The WSIB may allow entitlement to medical cannabis for a work-related injury/disease if all of the
following criteria are met:
1. The worker has one of the following designated conditions:
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neuropathic pain,
spasticity resulting from a spinal cord injury,
nausea and vomiting associated with cancer chemotherapy,
loss of appetite associated with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) or acquired
immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), or
pain and other symptoms experienced in a palliative setting.

2. The worker’s treating health professional authorizes medical cannabis to treat the
designated condition.
3. The worker has exhausted conventional treatments for the designated condition.
4. An appropriate clinical assessment of the worker has been conducted.
5. The benefits of medical cannabis for the worker outweigh the risks.
6. The dose and route of administration authorized for the worker are appropriate.
7. The worker has a valid medical document or a written order for medical cannabis.
If entitlement to medical cannabis is allowed:




The WSIB will pay for the reasonable costs of medical cannabis and, where appropriate, a
vapourizer. The medical cannabis must be obtained from a license holder with whom the
worker is registered as a client or from a hospital, and itemized invoices or accounts from
must be submitted to the WSIB.
The WSIB will closely monitor and regularly review entitlement to ensure medical
cannabis treatment remains necessary, appropriate, and sufficient for the work-related
condition.

For more information regarding the WSIB’s Cannabis for Medical Purposes, please see the
Operational Policy Manual document, 17-01-10, Cannabis for Medical Purposes.
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